# Molded Flexible Racks

**DR Module 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2**

**Specifications**
- Gear pair: Precision grade KHK R 001 grade B
- Gear teeth: Standard full depth
- Pressure angle: 20°
- Material: Duracon (M25-44)
- Heat treatment: —
- Tooth hardness: (101 ~ 120HB)

### Products for DR Molded Flexible Racks

#### Rack Clamps

- **Cat Number**: SRS-1 to SRS-2
- **Shape**: T
- **A**
- **B**
- **C**
- **D**
- **E**
- **F**
- **Weight**: [unit: g]

### Rack Guide Rails

- **Cat Number**: ARL-0.8 to ARL-2
- **Material**: aluminum (A6063S-T5)
- **Catalog No.**

### DR Rack Pinions

- **Cat Number**: SSDR0.8-3S to SSDR2-15
- **Shape**: S1T

**Module 0.8, 1.5, 2**

**Application**

By fastening the positions of the pinions and adjusting the shape freely, DR Molded Flexible Racks can be used for various uses.

---

**Steel Spur Gears**

**Motor Drive Curtain**

**Double Window with a built-in Blind**

**Motor Drive Antennas**

**Automatic Door**

---

**You can download CAD data (DXF format) of KHK Products from the Web Catalog.**

---
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